
Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

Which of the following is not one of the limitations of macroeconomics?

Unable to study 

aggregate measurements 

pertaining to an 

economy

Models and theories 

are abstract and 

mathematical

Does not account for 

micro-level differences

Prescribes policies that 

are too general to solve 

specific problems

The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money was published  

by _________.
Adam Smith Alfred Marshall J. M. Keynes Paul Samuelson

_________ is one of the determinants of BOP Exchange Rate Demand Supply Price Stability

The circular flow of income includes_______

Incomes received and 

payments made by each 

sector of the economy

Multiplier effect Acceleration effect
Working of the super 

multiplier

Which branch of macroeconomics specifically focuses on the problems of 

developing economies?
Development Economics Public finance Monetary economics Trade cycle theory

A two sector economy is in equilibrium when investment is ________ to 

savings.
Greater Equal Smaller Constant

_______ is the net money value of final goods and services produces by 

the country's factors during a given period
GNI NDP NNI GDP

GNP at market price minus depreciation minus indirect taxes plus 

subsidies is equal to _________
NNP at Market price NNP at factor cost National income NDP at factor cost

If recession is not controlled, it will lead to ________ Stability Depression Prosperity Recovery

J B Say was a ________ economist German   French   American   Swiss

Say's Law of market states that ___________
Demand creates its own 

demand

Supply creates its own 

demand

Demand is greater than 

supply

Supply is greater than 

demand

Cyclical unemployment arises due to _______
Seasonal fluctuations in 

supply
Business cycles Labour immobility Breakdown of machinery

Keynesian economics became popular because it was able to explain 

_______   

Demand pull inflation in 

the 1960s.     

Prolonged existence 

of high unemployment 

during the Great 

Depression   

Stagflation in the late 

1970s      

Low growth rates in the 

1950s

An increase in government expenditure shifts aggregate demand curve Downward Upward Parallel to x axis Parallel to Y axis

According to Keynes, MPC ________  0 < MPC < 1    0 > MPC > 1   MPC = 0  MPC = 1
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Marginal Efficiency of Capital refers to _________   Expected rate of profit
Rate of investment 

made    
Rate of savings    Rate of losses

If MPC = ½,   MPS = ___    1  ½         -0.5 1.5

Which of the following factors induce  individuals to refrain from 

spending their income?
objective economic subjective social

NET investment = ____________________
Gross investment minus 

replacement investment

Gross investment + 

Replacement 

investment

Gross investment - actual 

investment

Gross investment + actual 

investment

Business pessimism will _____________MEC Increase Decrease Unstable Constant

The Keynesian Cross diagram, shows________
The marginal propensity 

to consume

Aggregate demand 

and aggregate supply

Equilibrium of income and 

aggregate expenditure

The trade off between 

inflation and 

unemployment

Higher the value of ______ , lower will be the value of the multiplier APC MPC
Marginal propensity to 

import
APS

At the  full employment level, the aggregate supply curve becomes a 

______
horizontal straight line vertical straight line upward sloping downward sloping

According to Keynes excess savings lead to decline in_____________ aggregate supply aggregate demand rate of interest MEC

IS curve represents _____ market equilibrium Goods Money Monopoly Oligopoly

A decrease in taxes will shift the IS curve to the _________ Left Vertical Right Down

An expansionary monetary policy will shift LM curve to the _______ Left Vertical curve Right Horizontal curve

The Phillips curve explains the trade off between Inflation and 

_____________
Unemployment Salary Demand Supply

The Phillips curve is Vertical in the ________ Long run Short run Goods market Money market

The long-run Phillips curve is vertical at NAIRU and its position is 

independent of _________
Fiscal Policy

Fiscal and Monetary 

policy
 Monetary policy Wage policy

If the economy is on the LM curve but not on the IS curve, then we know 

that

the good market is in 

equilibrium, but not the 

money market.

the money market is 

in equilibrium, but not 

the goods market.

Both Money and Goods 

markets are in equilibrium

Capital market in 

equilibrium

According to IS-LM model, rate of interest influences_________ Salary Investment Employment GDP

The Short run Phillips curve is ___________ to the origin Convex Concave Horizontal Inverted U shaped

The term stagflation is attributed to _____ Robert Mundell David Ricardo Ian Macleod John Maynard Keynes

Stagflation results in ____
Increase in supply of 

goods and services

Increase in 

employment 

Increase in price level and 

unemployment 
Increase in growth rate

Cheap monetary policy results in _____ inflation deflation stagflation shortage of money
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The velocity of circulation of money will be high during a period of 

_________       
Trough Recession Recovery Prosperity  

Liquidity preference theory of interest determination was given by 

_________  
Adam Smith    J. M. Keynes    Marshall     Hicks

The demand for money to provide for unexpected emergencies is known 

as ________
 Transactions motive  Income motive Precautionary motive Speculative motive

The inverse relationship between interest rate and bond prices is due to 

___

Opportunity cost of 

holding cash

Constant money 

supply
Inflation

Opportunity cost of 

holding cash, money 

supply and price level

During inflation monetary measures aim at _______

Increasing cost of money 

and reducing money in 

circulation

Increasing money 

supply

Reducing the cost of 

money
Increasing demand

Which of the following developments most likely leads to an increase in 

the velocity of money ?

An increase in the 

expected inflation rate  

An decrease in real 

income

A sharp decline in using 

credit cards

An increase in money 

interest rates

Fisher's Quantity Theory of Money suggests that ______

rate of interest and 

income have no effect 

on the demand for 

money

expectations and 

income have no effect 

on demand for money

there is a mechanical and 

proportional relationship 

between changes in the 

money supply and the 

general price level

 government  spending 

and interest rate have no 

effect on the supply for 

money

Samuelson terms the single digit inflation as _____________ Core inflation Retail inflation Moderate inflation Food inflation

If the GNP is ₹75,000 crores and M1 is ₹ 15,000 crores the income 

velocity of money is ___________
1 5 3 Undefined

Friedman terms the concept of Total wealth as _____________ Disposable income Flexible income Average income Permanent income

The GNP deflator is measured as ___________ Nominal GNP / Real GNP
Real GNP / Nominal 

GNP
WPI / CPI CPI / WPI

Indexation refers to __________________

A mechanism of wages, 

prices and contracts that 

are partially or wholly 

compensated for 

changes in exchange rate

A mechanism that 

partially or wholly 

compensated for 

changes in the rate of 

interest

A mechanism of wages, 

prices and contracts that 

are partially or wholly 

compensated for changes 

in the general price level

A mechanism that 

partially or wholly 

compensated for changes 

in the general price level

If quantity of money (M) is ₹70,000 in an economy, the velocity of money 

(V) is 4 and the total output to be transacted (T) is 7000 units the average 

price level (P) will be _____________

10 40 70 75
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The main objective of partnership firm is ………………….. earn profit suffer loss face challenges bring friends together

In absence of provision in Partnership Deed, profits/losses are 

shared by partners in _____
in capital ratio Equal Ratio Sacrifice Ratio Gain Ratio

In absence of provision in Partnership Deed, partners are entitled to 

receive interest on their loan @ ________ per annum
12% 6% 10% 5%

Goods lost by fire is credited to ________ Trading Account
Profit and Loss 

Account

Profit and Loss 

Appropriation Account
Partners Capital Account

Goods withdrawn by partners for their personal use are debited to 

________
Trading Account

Profit and Loss 

Account

Profit and Loss 

Appropriation Account
Partners Capital Account

All entries in P/L Account are normally …………………….. Personal Account only Real Accounts only Nominal Accounts only
Personal and Real 

Accounts

Balance sheet contains …………………. Personal Account only Real Accounts only Nominal Accounts only
Personal and Real 

Accounts

If sales is Rs.9,00,000 and gross profit is Rs.2,50,000 then the cost of 

goods sold is ……….
11,50,000 6,50,000 10,50,000 2,50,000

If the sales during pre retirement period is Rs 400000 and post 

retirement period is Rs 600000 then the Pre-retirement period and 

Post-retirement period sales ratio is _____

2:03 3꞉5 2꞉5 3:02

If the value of investment made by partnership firm is Rs 12000 and 

the rate of investment is 5% p.a., then the amount of interest for 

the period of five months will be Rs ____

520 250 600 60

if the cost price of a machinery is Rs.90,000 and the accumulated 

depreciation is Rs.10,000 therefore the annual depreciation @10 on 

WDV basis is……………….

9,000 8,000 10,000 12,000

If the value of trademark before writing off is Rs 310000 and the 

amount written off is one fifth of its value then the Net value of 

trademark that will reflect in Closing Balance Sheet is Rs _____

62000 24800 248000 6200

If the Total Gross Profit of the financial year is Rs 108000 and the 

sales ratio of Pre-death and Post-death period is 1꞉1 then the Gross 

profit transferred to Post Retirement Column of Profit and Loss 

Account is Rs _____

54000 10800 5400 108000

If sundry debtors is Rs.2,20,000 , irrecoverable debts is Rs.10,000 

and loss on sale of motor car is Rs.30,000 , then the net debtors 

is………………..

1,80,000 2,10,000 1,90,000 2,30,000
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If purchases is Rs.3,70,000 and it includes wages for instalation of 

machinery Rs.20,000 and return inward is Rs.10,000, net purchases 

is ……………..

3,50,000 4,00,000 3,60,000 3,90,000

Asset taken over by partner is ______ capital of a partner. Added to Deducted from Multiplied to Divided by

Lialility taken over by partner is ______ to capital account of a 

partner.
Debited Credited Neglected Evaded

Liability taken over by partner is ______ capital of a partner. Added to Deducted from Multiplied to Divided by

Realisation account is prepared in case of __________. Admission Retirement Death Dissolution

If an asset remains unsold it is _________. Thrown as scrap
Distributed among 

the partners
Gifted to creditors

Surrendered to 

government

If an asset remains unsold it is distributed among the partners in  

________ ratio.
Profit sharing Capital Equal Drawings

Income tax payable by a firm as on the date of dissolution is treated as 

________ creditors.
Preferential Fully secured Partly secured Contingent

Salaries payable by a firm as on the date of dissolution is treated as 

______ creditors.
Preferential Fully secured Partly secured Contingent

Wages payable by a firm as on the date of dissolution is treated as 

______ creditors.
Preferential Fully secured Partly secured Contingent

Municipal taxes payable by a firm as on the date of dissolution is 

treated as ______ creditors.
Preferential Fully secured Partly secured Contingent

GST payable by a firm as on the date of dissolution is treated as 

______ creditors.
Preferential Fully secured Partly secured Contingent

Export duty payable by a firm as on the date of dissolution is treated as 

______ creditors.
Preferential Fully secured Partly secured Contingent

Import duty payable by a firm as on the date of dissolution is treated as 

______ creditors.
Preferential Fully secured Partly secured Contingent

Custom duty payable by a firm as on the date of dissolution is treated 

as ______ creditors.
Preferential Fully secured Partly secured Contingent

Excess capital method is different from _______ method Surplus capital
Highest relative 

capital
Proportionate capital Maximum loss

The vendor company is …………….. On amalgamation contracted dissolved minimised registered

At the time of amalgamation any profit or loss is transferred to 

………. Account
new firm Realisation partner capital Cash  

if the purchasing firm pays the dissolution expenses of vendor firms 

then that expense is transferred to ….
realisation Capital Investment Goodwill

On amalgamation , realisation Account is opened in the books of 

…………
Vendors Purchasing firm debtors bank   
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Apart from new firm Account, the purchase consideration is recorded 

in …………….Account
capital creditors realisation debtors

Dissolution expenses paid and born by the new firm debited to 

____________
Partner capital Goodwill Capital reserve Cash account

Gopal and Krishnan decided to dissolve their firm and convert it into a 

Ltd. Company. Their assets were Rs. 2,00,000 and Trade Liabilities Rs. 

90,000. Purchase Price is agreed at Rs. 3,00,000. Expenses amounted to 

Rs.15,000, paid by the firm. Ascertain the profit or loss on realisation 

account

225000 profit 280000 profit 175000 profit 193000 loss

Rugved and Krishnan decided to dissolve their firm and convert it into a 

Ltd. Company. Their assets were Rs. 3,00,000 and Trade Liabilities Rs. 

1,00,000. Purchase Price is agreed at Rs. 4,50,000. Expenses amounted to 

Rs. 25,000, paid by the firm. Ascertain the profit or loss on realisation 

account

225000 profit 280000 profit 175000 profit 193000 loss

Narayan and Krishnan decided to dissolve their firm and convert it into a 

Ltd. Company. Their assets were Rs. 5,00,000 and Trade Liabilities Rs. 

2,50,000. Purchase Price is agreed at Rs.5,00,000. Expenses amounted to 

Rs. 50,000 paid by the firm. Ascertain the profit or loss on realisation 

account

2,00,000 profit 2,50,000 profit 1,75,000 profit 1,98,000 loss

Shridharan and Krishnan decided to dissolve their firm and convert it into 

a Ltd. Company. Their assets were Rs. 6,50,000 and Trade Liabilities Rs. 

3,50,000. Purchase Price is agreed at Rs. 6,50,000. Expenses amounted to 

Rs. 50,000 paid by the firm. Ascertain the profit or loss on realisation 

account

3,00,000 profit 2,50,000 profit 1,75,000 profit 1,98,000 loss

Y Ltd. Agreed to purchase the business of Rahim and Karim as on 31-03-

2020. Their assets on that date were Rs. 8,00,000 and liabilities to 

outsiders Rs. 2,50,000. For the purpose of Sale, it is agreed that 90% of 

the assets alone will be taken over at 10% discount. Liabilities are to be 

taken subject to rebate of 10%. Goodwill is deemed worth Rs. 42,000. 

Ascertain Purchase Consideration.  

485,000 465,000 475,000 515,000

ABC Ltd. Agreed to purchase the business of Rahim and Karim as on 31-03-

2003. Their assets on that date were Rs. 6,40,000 and liabilities to 

outsiders Rs. 2,60,000. For the purpose of Sale, it is agreed that 90% of 

the assets alone will be taken over at 10% discount. Liabilities are to be 

taken subject to rebate of 5%. Goodwill is deemed worth Rs. 40,000. 

Ascertain Purchase Consideration.  

311,400 315,400 511,400 615,400
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X Ltd. Agreed to purchase the business of Rahim and Karim as on 31-03-

2003. Their assets on that date were Rs. 4,40,000 and liabilities to 

outsiders Rs. 1,60,000. For the purpose of Sale, it is agreed that 90% of 

the assets alone will be taken over at 10% discount. Liabilities are to be 

taken subject to rebate of 10%. Goodwill is deemed worth Rs. 40,000. 

Ascertain Purchase Consideration.  

282,400 350,000 450,000 252,400

PQR Ltd. Agreed to purchase the business of Rahim and Karim as on 31-

03-2019. Their assets on that date were Rs. 7,50,000 and liabilities to 

outsiders Rs. 3,50,000. For the purpose of Sale, it is agreed that 90% of 

the assets alone will be taken over at 10% discount. Liabilities are to be 

taken subject to rebate of 10%. Goodwill is deemed worth Rs. 40,000. 

Ascertain Purchase Consideration.  

500,000 700,000 332,500 450,500

Ajanta Industries acquired the business of A and B for a purchase price of 

Rs. 10,00,000, payable Rs. 2,00,000 in cash, Rs, 3,00,000 in Equity Shares 

of Rs. 10 each at at agreed price of Rs. 16 each and the balance in 12% 

Debentures of Rs. 100 each at par.   The Assets Taken Over had a book 

value of Rs. 12,00,000 but they are subject to discount of 20%. Liabilities 

taken over were Rs. 2,00,000. Acertain GOODWILL, IF ANY?

140,000 180,000 190,000 240,000

Abhimanyu Industries acquired the business of A and B for a purchase 

price of Rs. 12,00,000, payable Rs. 2,00,000 in cash, Rs. 5,00,000 in Equity 

Shares of Rs. 10 each at at agreed price of Rs. 16 each and the balance in 

12% Debentures of Rs. 100 each at par.   The Assets Taken Over had a 

book value of Rs. 14,00,000 but they are subject to discount of 20%. 

Liabilities taken over were Rs. 3,00,000. Acertain GOODWILL, IF ANY?

380,000 480,000 500,000 180,000

Maruti Industries acquired the business of A and B for a purchase price of 

Rs. 9,50,000, payable Rs. 3,50,000 in cash, Rs. 3,00,000 in Equity Shares of 

Rs. 10 each at at agreed price of Rs. 16 each and the balance in 12% 

Debentures of Rs. 100 each at par.   The Assets Taken Over had a book 

value of Rs. 12,00,000 but they are subject to discount of 10%. Liabilities 

taken over were Rs. 2,00,000. Acertain GOODWILL, IF ANY?

70,000 80,000 40,000 120,000
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Lakdawala Industries acquired the business of A and B for a purchase price of Rs. 

8,80,000, payable Rs. 2,00,000 in cash, Rs, 3,00,000 in Equity Shares of Rs. 10 each 

at at agreed price of Rs. 16 each and the balance in 12% Debentures of Rs. 100 

each at par.   The Assets Taken Over had a book value of Rs. 12,00,000 but they are 

subject to discount of 20%. Liabilities taken over were Rs. 2,00,000. Acertain 

GOODWILL, IF ANY?

140,000 120,000 190,000 220,000

Royal Industries acquired the business of A and B for a purchase price of 

Rs. 12,50,000, payable Rs. 4,00,000 in cash, Rs. 3,50,000 in Equity Shares 

of Rs. 10 each at at agreed price of Rs. 15 each and the balance in 12% 

Debentures of Rs. 100 each at par.   The Assets Taken Over had a book 

value of Rs. 16,00,000 but they are subject to discount of 20%. Liabilities 

taken over were Rs. 2,00,000. Acertain GOODWILL, IF ANY?

120,000 140,000 165,000 225,000

On sale or conversion , the limited company takes over the business of 

the firm at ……….. Value
agreed   multiple part book

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

Management is _____________. fixed permanent dynamic  rigid

Authority refers to____________________. reward for action  Obligation power to take decision award

Management is a field of _________________.  action debate creativity artist

Professional managers place emphasis on ___________. activities results formalities work

Conceptual skills are required at __________ level of management. higher lowest Middle lower

Fayol suggested ___________ of individual interest to general interest. delinking joining linking subordination

"Management is the art of getting things done through people".This 

definition is stated by ____________.
Henry Fayol Peter Drucker  Mary Parker Follet Harold Koontz

Hawthrone studies established____________ incentives. verbal non-financial financial motivational

Which does not relate to Peter Drucker's dimensions of management? Purpose Unethical Practices Mission Social Impact

Which of these reflect the basic purpose and philosophy of the 

organisation
Logo Mission Labourers Team

According to which thinker, workers should be regarded as human being 

and not as machines
F W Taylor Peter Drucker Luther Gullick Henry Gantt

What is the  literal meaning of the word Ethos Belief Custom Tradition Character

The word "Karma" has been emphasised in which of the following Bhagavad Gita Puranas Bible Quran

Planning is required at _____ levels of management. all middle top lower

Subject - Commerce III
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Premises are the assumptions which serve as the basis of _______. planning budgeting controlling reporting

Rules do not provide scope for_______. change discretion guide alterations

A______ plan is a plan devised for an outcome other than in the usual 

plan.
contingency fixed fluctuating long term

Efficiency is the relationship between return and______. cost profit benefit income

______ is one of the basic feature of MBO. joint goal setting partiality
divide between superior, 

subordinate
any of these

Management By Exception works well if the relationship between the 

boss and subordinate are ____.
SoSo Tensed Non cordial Cordial

In Management Information System, Software includes programmes and 

applications that convert raw data into ____ language.
Readable Writable Difficult Interesting

  MS word, Google Chrome, U tube, Skype are known as ____ softwares. System Application Storage Junk

Main techniques of decision making are divided into _____. Two Three Four Many

Queing theory is a part of _____ decision making. Programmed Non programmed Planned Casual

PERT & CPM are parts of _____ techniques. Simulation Linear programming Decision tree Network

In _____ technique of decision making, members are connected to each 

other virtually through electronic devices.
Brainstorming Delphi Decision tree Simaulation

A _______________ organisation is one that has wide span of control. Towering Tall Hieghten Flat

If subordinates are less experienced and matured, manager should opt 

for __________ span of control.
Wide Narrow Broad Outspread

Delegation means __________  subordinates to take deisions to the 

extent of the given responsibility.
disallowing empowering preventing holding

_______________ can not be delegated. Responsibility Authority Accountability Work

_______________ can not be delegated. Responsibility Authority Accountability Work

_________________ means concentration of decision making powers at 

one place in the organisation.
Departmentation Centralisation Decentralisation Delegation

____ mean inter-linking  of action  / activities  . Co-ordination Co-operatino Team work Support 

Line organization  is also  reffered  as ____ organization Scalar Simple Matrix Staff

The line  organization  is ____ to small organization . unsuitable universal acceptable suitable 

Matruix organization  was first developed in ____ in 1960 China South Korea USA Mumbai

In virtual organization communication  is taken  care by the _____ . market ICT customers suppliers

The main purpose of  informal  oorganization  is too develop personal &  

social  ___.
attachment relation cooperation coordination 

Goals Conflicts is ________ type of barrier. Physical Socio-psycholigical Organisational Environmental

______ refers to space between people. Distance Road Proxemics Spacing

A good leader follows ______ leadership style. Situational Democratic Autocratic Laissez Faire
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Leaders provide _____ to the followers. Money Direction Work Incentives

______ is one of the qualities of good leader. Honesty Humanity Initiative Selfishness

Controlling is a ______ process. Long Continuous Difficult Easy

______ is a tradition controlling technique. Management Audit Personal observation PERT CPM

______ function is an end-function. Planning Directing Controlling Organising

________refers to interpersonal skills. Administrative Conceptual Human Financial

Which of the following is not an element of directing? Supervision Communication Leadership Inspection

Under which style of leadership there is no delegation of authority. Democratic Autocratic Laissez faire Bureaucratic

It is the process of influencing the behaviour of people by aking them 

strive voluntarily towards achievement of organisational goals.
Supervision Communication Leadership Inspection

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

____________ accounting produces information for managers within an 

organisation
Management Costing Financial Ledger

Management accounting is also called as____________ Managerial Accounting Internal Accounting Analytical Accounting Coporate Accounting

_______ accounting aims to analyse and interpret accounting information Costing Financial Management Ledger

____________information is produced at reasonable cost Timely Economical Relevant Accurate

___________is strategic information Well structured Detailed Unstructured Irrelevant

Financial statements  contain only ________ Information Calculation Raw data News

Debentures re-payable within one year are shown in the vertical financial 

statement as_________
Current assets Current liabilities Loan funds Borrowed capital

Ajay ltd.reported net sales ₹9,00,000,₹9,90,000 and₹10,80,000 in the year 

2013,2014 and 2015.if 2013 is the base year what is the trend % for 2015?
120% 100% 80% 150%

Framework for preparation and presentation of Financial Statements 

issued by __________
ICAI Government Company Accountant

___________cautions the accountants to record only that income which 

has been actually realised
Entity concept Matching concept Realisation concept Measurement concept

_____________means to bring out the meaning in simple terms for 

benefit of the person
Analysis Understanding Interpretation Observation

__________ is a profitability ratio. Current Ratio Quick Ratio Acid Test Ratio Gross Profit Ratio

Subject - Management Accounting
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Which of the following statement is NOT Correct, if Net Profit ratio is 

lower than the firm's Standard Ratio?

Inefficiency in managing 

its activities

Unsatisfactory Control 

over Operating 

activities

Unusual losses

Very strong capacty to 

face bad economic 

situation

_________ shows the number of days for which credit sales remain 

outstanding.
Debtors velocity Creditors velocity Stock velocity Creditors payment period

Given Sales is 1,50,000 and Gross Profit is 30,000, the gross profit ratio 

is____
20% 25% 30% 35%

A company’s Revenue from Operations are ₹18,00,000; Cost of Revenue 

from Operations is ₹15,00,000.What is the amount of gross profit?
₹ 400,000 ₹ 300,000 ₹ 500,000 ₹ 600,000

If current ratio is 3:1 , the amount of current assets is ₹ 6,00,000; what 

will be the current liability?
₹ 700,000 ₹ 200,000 ₹ 500,000 ₹ 100,000

Cost of goods sold is ₹ 6,00,000; operating expenses is ₹ 1,75,000; net 

sales is ₹ 10,00,000; Operating ratio is____________?
77.50% 50.50% 55.55% 60%

Current ratio is 4.5,liquid ratio is 3,Inventory is ₹36,000,the liquid assets 

will be___
₹ 72,000 ₹ 50,000 ₹ 62,000 ₹ 80,000

Operating profit ratio if operating ratio is 85%. 5% 20% 10% 15%

Sales are ₹5,00,000.Operating cost is ₹2,00,000.operating profit will 

be___
₹ 310,000 ₹ 400,000 ₹ 500,000 ₹ 300,000

Fixed assets ₹10,00,000.current assets ₹5,00,000.current liabilities 

₹2,00,000.Capital employed is___
₹ 1,300,000 ₹ 1,000,000 ₹ 500,000 ₹ 400,000

When Profitability Index is equal to 1, we are _____ about accepting the 

project
Excited Bored Compelled Indifferent

Gross Working Capital is ______________ Current Liabilities
Gross Profit minus 

Expenses
Current Assets

Current Assets minus 

Current Liabilities

Temporary working capital takes care of _______ demand Seasonal Entire Debtors Sales

In case of increase in sales, _________ also needs to be revised Management Employees Owners Working Capital

If debtors take longer to pay, The operating cycle becomes 

_____________
Shorter Longer Confused No change

If we get more _______, we require less working capital Tax Wages Advance from customer Raw material

Following information is about the firm: Material storage period   85 days, 

Finished goods storage period 10 days, collection period 30 days,Payment 

period 24 days,Processing period 15 days  The operating cycle of the firm 

is:

116 days 124 days 156 days 90 days 

Budgeted Production 60000 units,Raw Material cost per units is Rs.5, Raw 

Material Storage period is 2 months, Cost of Raw Material stock will be 
Rs. 60000 Rs. 50000 Rs. 45000 Rs. 35000

Inventory  85 days, Payable   90 days , Recivables 20 days. Calculate 

Working Capital Cycle 
35 days 20 days 25 days 15days
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 Noodles & Company, a fast-casual restaurant chain.On 3rd October 2019, 

Current Assets Rs. 21,800 an Current Liabilities Rs.38400, 
(-Rs. 60200) Rs.16600 (-Rs.16600) Rs.60200 

The level of activity of 60000 units , Cost of Raw Material for the whole 

year is 60 % of sales value  Rs. 5 , determine the cost of Raw Material .
Rs. 180000 Rs. 140000 Rs.170000 Rs. 120000

Wespa Ltd buys raw materials from suppliers on six weeks’ credit, which 

are delivered immediately. The raw materials are held in stock for four 

weeks before being issued to production. The production process takes 

three weeks and the finished goods are held in stock for two weeks 

before being sold on credit. Customers are allowed eight weeks’ credit 

and pay promptly at the end of the period.What is the length of the 

operating cash cycle of the business?

19 weeks 11 weeks 17 weeks 23 weeks

Which of the following is not a metric to use for measuring the length of 

the cash cycle?
Acid test days

Accounts receivable 

days
Accounts payable days Inventory days

The ___________working capital shows the working capital at cash cost Temporary Permanent Negative Cash

In the absence of information, Work-in-progress comprises of ___ % 

material, _________% labour and overheads
25, 50 100, 50 50, 100 50, 25

When operating under a single-period capital-rationing constraint, you 

may first want to try selecting projects by descending order of their 

__________ in order to give yourself the best chance to select the mix of 

projects that adds most to firm value.

profitability index (PI)
net present value 

(NPV)

internal rate of return 

(IRR)
payback period (PBP)

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

Which one of the following is an example of 'Social Rights and 

Safeguards' provided by our Constitution with respect to the Scheduled 

Tribes?

Restriction of right to 

reside and settle in any 

part of India

Reservation in 

promotions to any 

services under the 

state

Reservations of seats in 

Lok Sabha

Special provisions with 

regards to admission to 

educational institutions

Article 341 of the Indian constitution deals with _____ Scheduled caste Scheduled tribe Minorities Nomadic tribe

As per Article 16(4) of the Constitution, the state is empowered to 

provide for 'reservation in promotions' in favour of the Scheduled 

Castes'. This is an example of_______

Economic Right and 

Safeguard

Administrative Right 

and Safeguard

Service Right and 

Safeguard

Political Right and 

Safeguard
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A child can only be adopted if he/she is Hindu, not previously adopted, 

not married and has not completed _____________ years of age.
Twelve Thirteen Sixteen Fifteen

In ___________________ _____________, 'the study of nature was 

pursued more for practical reasons than as an abstract inquiry'.
Classical Ages Prehistoric Ages High Middle Ages Early Middle Ages

Aristotle introduced _______________ Natural science Empiricism Mathematics Heliocentric model

The highest percentage of Scheduled Caste population is in ______ Punjab Rajasthan Jharkhand Maharashtra

According to Article 39 (a)The state to secure for men and women 

equally the right to  ____________________ .
Education Occupation Compensation

adequate means of 

livelihood

According to Mines Act (1952) and factories Act (1948) prohibits the 

employment of women between _____________ in mines and 

factories and provides for their safety and welfare.

10 PM to 10 Am 7 PM to 6 AM 8 PM to 7 AM 7 AM to 6 PM

Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act, 1956 applies to all Hindus, 

Buddhists, Sikhs and _______ by religion.
Jain Islam Judaism Zoroastrian

Any group living in India is entitled to preserve their language and 

culture under
Article 22 Article29 Article 31 Article 34

The phenomenon of children getting rid of their parents some way or 

the other in urban areas is called---also
Renunciation Avoidance Grand dumping Give up

This Article of Constitution gives freedom of religion Article 21 Article 19 Article 25 Article 14

_______________________ gave the world his three laws of 

planetary motions. He discovered that the planets move round the sun 

in ellipses and not in circles.

Johan Kepler Galileo Galilei Francis Bacon William Harvey

Disasters usually resulted from human interference within artificial 

environment is called as
Man made Hazards Natural disasters Hybrid disasters

Instrument used to measure earthquake is known as Quake meter Quake graph Seismograph Dynamograph

The flood caused in Uttarakhand due to Cloud burst Land slide Earthquake Volcano

What types of disaster are most predominant in India Draught Flood Cyclone Earth Quake

Which is the main cause of cholera? Poor sanitation Flood Air pollution Poor nutrition

The United Nations have incorporated 'Guiding Principles on….... displacement internal displacement external displacement relief measures

Waterborne diseases may also be transmitted by…... Hair Skin Air Land

The most essential item that the disaster stricken populations must be 

provided with is
Job Drinking water Fuel Fodder

The phase of disaster management which include the mobilization of 

the necessary emergency services is called as
Mitigation Preparedness Response Recovery

Pre conception and Pre natal diagnostic Techniques Act is aimed at 

preventing ___________________.
Female foeticide Child marriage Maternal mortality Dowry related problems

The Mental Health Act also provides for rights of Mentally disabled Children Minorities Women
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Hazards and Disasters are mainly classified as Physical and chemical
Natural and Human 

induced
Physical and Human Social and cultural

Principal 4(2)of the Guiding Principals of UN refer to expectant 

mothers and persons with disabilities as…......... group.
Minority Majority Weak Vulnerable

Socrates is considered to be one of the founders of---- Western philosophy Eastern Philosophy Persian Philosophy Russian philosophy

The maize cultivation dates back to about 9000 years in __________ Southern Mexico USA UK India

Archimedes gave a remarkably accurate ___________
circumference of the 

earth
approximation of pi star catalogue brain and eye surgeries

During the ____________ there was population decline and 

deurbanization, possibly connected to a global decline in temperature 

and consequent decline in agricultural productivity.

Innovative age Dark age enlighten age age of invention

___________________ was the first to base his conclusions on 

dissection of the human body.
Galen Hippocrates Aristarchus Nicolas Copernicus

_______________ is a theory of knowledge that asserts knowledge 

comes only or primarily from sensory experience.
calculations observations scientifically tested empiricism

Article ______________ of our constitution makes it a duty of every 

citizen to develop humanism and spirit of enquiry and reform.
51 A 51 B 52 A 53 A

What is not a 21st century technology Blue Tooth Self driving cars Social networking Telephone

The Earth is the ____________ planet from the sun. Second Third Fourth Fifth

___________________ provided scientific evidence that all species 

of life evolved over time from common ancestors through the process 

of natural selection.

Nicolas Aristotle Liebman Charles Darwin

_______________ developed the Law of Falling Bodies. Darwin Edwin Galileo Nicolas

Keith Davis classified informal communication into ______types Four Five Six Seven

Grapevine referred to ________communication Formal Communication
Informal 

Communication

Horizontal 

Communication
Upward Communication

According to Edward Hall, _________ % of our communication is 

expressed through body language.
15 52 45 65

Resume should be arranged in _________ Chronologically Paragraphs Table chart

Group discussion is an interactive _____process Oral Written Visual Non Verbal

______first came up with the memorable words  forming, storming, 

norming and performing
Paul Newman Keith Davis Geoffrey Leech Bruce Tuckman

Psychologist Bruce Tuckman came up with _____stages in Team 

building
Two Three Four Five

During the interview _______type of dress is advisable Informal dress Formal dress Casual dress Attractive dress

A good team leader should be able to _____ Manage Conflict Manage stress Manage Time Manage People
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 ______is essential for effective team building Communication Listening Speaking Hearing

_______strengthens relationships between superiors and subordinates
Diagonal 

Communication
Discussion Promotion High Salary

Green colour indicates ________ in non-verbal communication. Nature & freshness Peace Cool and Calm Excitement

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

____________ is an IMC tool used to correct wrong impressions of firm.
 Publicity  Advertising     Relations Packaging

ITPO is set up by government to organise_____.     Advertisements  Exhibitions  Event sponsorship   Promotion

Direct marketing helps in ______ awareness. TOM TOA TRP TDM

In advertising a sponsor is identified by company’s name and or ________.
Brand Salesman manager address

Trade fair is __________to IMC related unrelated unconnected unfair

Publicity is a ______ form of presentation of goods & services. paid non-paid poor  private

______ not only provide information but also creates awareness. Brand Advertisements Models Product image

_________ include television, radio, magazines and newspaper as popular 

channels of communication in advertising.
Social welfare Digital Media Internet

Advertising  undertaken to face competition is called as _______ advertising.
retentive comparitive primary secondary

To obtain immediate response or action of target audience______  is 

undertaken. 
competition indirect action direct action outdoor media

Radio advertising plays a major role in _____ areas. rural urban local global

The _______ authorities control the functioning of entire advertising 

industry.
 advertising agencies government production firms research firms

In house ad agencies can be maintained by ________ advertisers. Large Small Local Individual

Traffic department of ad agency looks after_________ Client traffic Finance Scheduling Buying 

Career in ___________deals with selling time and space for presenting 

advertising messages.
Lettering Media Audience-research Drawing

The Indian printing industry experienced a major technology upgrade in the 

late____________ with revolution in electronics..
1990 1980 1970 1960

In advertising freelancing can be done for ___________.  graphics and animation animation graphic graphology

Using search engines on the_____is one of the most common ways to find 

companies hiring freelancer.
Media Internet Advertising Books

________factor need NOT  be considered while selecting ad-agency.
Location Compensation Services offered Religion

Subject - Advertising
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___________ is NOT a feature of ad agency.
Independent organisation Innovative ad campaign Proactive in nature Unprofessional

________ is a world's largest ad agency. WPP group DDB Rediffusion Purnima agency

Budget preparation is performed under _______ service of ad agency.
Creative service Account service Media service General service

Graphic designers are preoccupied with ______ and forms. client media Modelling shapes

___________is a good choice for those who do not want to be bound by one 

boss and monotonous job.
Search online Freelancing Emailing Career prospects

__________skills is required for people working in creative department of an 

ad agency.
Communication Production News- making Engineering

Advertising is a part of ________ cost. production R & D Logistical Distribution 

One of the objectives of Pro Bono ads is____________
to promote product

create awareness 

about social issues
promote service

Create awareness about 

economic issues

Advertising offers ________ of products to consumers variety limited type same type prototype

The purpose of DAVP campaigns is to _____________
enhance social welfare enhance demand enhance consumption enhance price

Which of these is not a Pro Bono ad?
Jago grahak jago educate the girl child save fuel save the nation Kerala Tourism

Ethics is a branch of _______ science. Economical Social Cultural Psychological

ASCI is a _______regulatory council. compulsory voluntary constructive authoritative

Puppetry, folk theatre, elephants and decorated carts are used for promoting 

products in _______________ areas.
Rural Urban Small Public

_____________ advertising is undertaken by state and central government.
Political Local Regional National

Green advertising does not include________________.
Concern for the girl child

Use of recyclable 

product
Energy efficiency Waste management

______________ advertising promotes the product which is ozone friendly.
Selective Green Trade Competitive

A brand logo provide different _______ to  products . Identity Name Equity Symbols

The ________ decodes the ad message to understand it Sender Media Recipient/Audience Competitors

Primary demand is created for ________ products FMCG durable generic perishable

Pro Bono advertisements give __________ message product service social political

DAVP is a _______ ad agency single media specialised media multi media unique media

__________ can be increased through Pro Bono ads Social justice social inequality social injustice social grievance

The medium of  _______ refers to the media of advertising . Communication Presentation Selection Language

The main purpose  of any  advertising is to  attract  the  ______of the  

audience  towards  the  products  or program . 
Decision Attention concentration Meditation

The _____ or audience  of advertising  message  includes  readers , listeners  

or viewers . 
Customer Society Suppliers Recipient
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Advertising helps firms to _________ competiiton run away from decrease fight slow

Advertising leads to barriers to entry and creates _____________
perfect competition

Monopolistic 

competition
monopsony Monopoly

"Don’t Drink and drive" is the slogan of the Pro Bono ad by _____ Samsung Nike Maruti suzuki Pepsi

The price is a main factor that generate image of the  _____ . Brand Media Suppliers Audience

The after sale service provided by the company can make a ______ in brand  

equity . 
Difference attraction Useful Acceptable

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

Seller is a person who: Sells Agrees to sell Both (1) and (2) Buys

Which of the following is not  the essentials of Negotiable 

Instruments?
Writing and signed Payable by money Freely transferable

Conditional 

promise/order
Husband agreeing wife to pay a certain amount is a social obligation 

and the parties do not have intention to create legal obligation was 

held under

Balfour v. Balfour
Lalman Shukla v. 

Gauri Dutt

Khwaja Mohd. Khan v. 

Hussaini Begum

Gian Kaur vs. State of 

Punjab

Ownership in case of goods sent on approval basis, ownership 

passes:

When he informs the 

seller of acceptance 

When he keeps it 

beyond the specifies 

time for approval 

When he pledges it 

without informing the 

seller of acceptance 

a+b+c

In an auction sale, the property shall be sold to the Hightest Bidder Lowest Bidder All Bidders
On the decision of 

auctioneer
The webpage is : Offer Advertisement Invitation to an offer Acceptance
Which of the following is not a basis of modes of termination of agency 

by operation of law? 

On insolvency of 

principal 

on expiry of fixed 

period 
on dissolution of company By mutual agreement 

Under the ‘Negotiable Instruments Act’, which of the following 

refers to a written document by which a right is created in favour of 

a person?

Promise Instrument Agreement contract 

Agreements in restraint of trade are _________. Void Voidable Valid Enforcable under Law

A _______ acts under the authority of the original agent. Sub agent Substituted agent General agent Co-agent
In a contract of indemnity, the rights of indemnifier are similar to that of 

the ______. 
Surety Bailor Bailee Agent

A _____ is an instrument in writing containing an unconditional 

undertaking signed by the maker to pay a certain amount to the person 

or to the order of certain person or to the bearer of the instrument 

Promissory Note Cheque Bill of Exhange Stamp paper

Quasi contracts are ______. Void Valid Voidable Illegal

Subject - B. Law
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A contract of indemnity is a- Contingent Contract 
Wagering 

Agreement
Quasi Contract Void Agreement 

Stoppage in transit can be affected by:
By taking actual 

possession

By giving notice to 

the carrier or bailee 

in whose possession 

the goods are

(1) or (2) (1) and (2)

An implied contract is one which comes into existence on account of 
Act or conduct of the 

parties

Non-availability of a 

paper for writing

Inability of the parties to 

write or speak

Direction given by a 

Court of Law

The Act (law) relating to Promissory Notes, Bill of Exchange and Cheque is 

:

The Negotiable 

Instruments Act, 1880

The Negotiable 

Instruments Act, 1883

The Negotiable 

Instruments Act, 1882

The Negotiable 

Instruments Act, 1881

Acceptance is complete as against the proposer :

When acceptance is 

received by the 

proposer

When the acceptor 

accepts it

When the acceptance is 

put into the course of 

transmission so as to be 

out of the power of 

acceptor

When the proposal 

reaches the offeree

Misrepresentation is a false statement made ________. Innocently 
Under someone's 

dominion
by coercion Intentionally

Delivery of goods as security for payment of a debt or performance 

of a promise, is called _____
Bailment Guarantee Pledge Mortgage

The property in goods means the Possession of goods Custody of goods Ownership of goods Both (2) and (3)

Bill of Exchange is an unconditional ________. promise statement document order

Doctrine of caveat emptor places the burden on the:  Buyer Seller Third party Government

Only _______ is transferred to pawnee. possession ownership both of the above documentary papers

There are ___ kinds of quasi contracts . 2 3 4 5

Maturity of an instrument is:
Date on which 

instrument is created

Date on which 

instrument is 

payable

Date on which the 

instrument is signed
Presented Date

In which of the following cases, the principle of an offer to public at 

large was recognized
Balfour v. Balfour Harvey v. Facie

Carlill v. Carbolic Smoke 

Ball Co.
Richardson V, Rowntree

Performance of contract means the performance of respective 

obligation under the contract by
Promisor only Promisee only

Both the promisor and 

promise
Court of Law

A negotiable instrument may be : Unconditional promise Unconditional order Conditional promise (1) or (2)
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A void agreement is one which is Not enforceable by law

Enforceable at the 

option of both 

parties

Enforceable at the 

option of one party

Enforceable with 

permission of court

Any accretion to the goods bailed belongs to the ______ bailee principal debtor bailor surety
In Sale, ____ is transferred. possession ownership Both of the above documentary papers

On the basis of transactions, guarantee can be-  Prospective Specific Continuing Both (2) and (3)

As a general rule, an agreement made without consideration is Void Voidable Valid Unlawful
Select the most appropriate option for the given statement: "A 

negotiable instrument ____."
may be oral

may be taken by  

swearing upon God 
must be made in witness 

must be in writing and 

signed 

Out of following, who can appoint an agent :  Minor 
Person of sound 

mind
Person of unsound mind

Person disqualified by 

law
Breach of contract is of ____ types. 2 3 4 5

Every person is competent to contract who is of the Age of majority Age of minority Sound reputation Sound financial position

When the consent of a party is obtained by coercion, undue 

influence, fraud or misrepresentation , the contract is :
Valid Void Voidable Illegal

Where an instrument may be construed either as promissory note 

or bill of exchange; such an instrument is called ____
Inchoate instruments Order instrument  Ambiguous instrument Fictitious bill 

Which of the following is not a ground for discharge of contract by 

impossibility of performance? 
Death 

Destruction of subject 

matter

Novation of terms of 

contract
War 

A contract of indemnity becomes enforceable only when there is a 

_____.
Obligation Loss profit some financial crisis

Minimum ____ parties are necessary in case of a promissory note. two three four one

Discharge of a contract wherein the respective parties have fulfilled their 

respective obligations is called a discharge of contract _____.
By operation of law By performance

By mutual agreement or 

consent 
By lapse of time

Which of the following is not an essential of an indemnity contract? 
Contract can be 

expressed or implied

There must a be a 

loss to indemnity 

holder

Object of the contract 

must be lawful

There must be a 

minimum of 3 parties

______ is also Bills of Exchange. Cheque  Promissory note Draft Share warrant

In a contract of pledge, _____ is given as security for paymen tof debt or 

performance of the promise. 
movables immovables services durable goods 

An agreement by or with a party not competent to contract is 

_______.
Valid Voidable Forbidden Void  

Agreements against public policy are __________. Valid Void Voidable Registered

The liability of co sureties is _____ & _____.  Uncertain, invalid Joint, several Primary Secondary
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Discharge of a contract means 
Termination of a 

contract

Postponing the 

contract
Discharge of parties (1) and (3)

In case of unascertained goods, ownership passes after: Ascertainment Appropriation (1) or (2) (1) & (2)

Negotiable under the Act means : Compromisable Acceptable Transferable Marketable

A contract for the sale of ‘future goods’ is Sale Agreement to sell Void Hire-purchase contract

 A contract of insurance is a
A contract of 

guarantee
Contingent contract Wagering agreement Unilateral agreement

Sec_______defines an unpaid seller 54 65 45 36

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

 Electronic Computer(ENIAC) is an example of ________ generation 

computer.
First Second Third Fourth

2's Compliment of 11111111 is _________. 00000000 00000001 11111111 11001100

Conversion  of binary number 11001011.101  to decimal number is 

__________.
202.625 202.5 202.101 202.25

Conversion  of decimal number 324.625 to binary number is __________. 101000100.101 101000100.100 101000000.100 101000000.101

Arithmetic calculations take place in the  __________. Input unit output unit ALU Control unit

_________ is a collection of programs and data that tell a computer what 

to do and how to do it.
Programs software hardware data

Word processors, spreadsheet and presentation  software are the 

examples of  _______.
System software Application software Utility software Linux

_________ is not a basic function of Operating system. Memory Management Process User Interface Library programs

The assembly language program  must be translated into machine code 

by a separate software called ______.
Interpreter Assembler Compiler Operating System

____________ is defined as a procedure to identify threats and 

vulnerabilities, analyze them to ascertain the exposures and highlight 

how the impact can be eliminated  or reduced.

Risk Analysis Sales Analysis Budgeting Forecasting

Which of these provides an interface to the user to use a computer 

system?
Compilers Utility software Operating system Application programs

Which of the following is true for variable names in C?
Variable names cannot 

start with a digit.

Variable can be of any 

length

They can contain 

alphanumeric characters 

as well as special charcters

Reserved word can be 

used as variable name

The data type "char" uses _____ bytes of memory 1 2 4 8

A identifier  must begin with _______. Alphabet underscore digit Alphabet or underscore

Subject - Computer Programming
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The format character used for representing data type long int is 

________.
%d %f %u %ld

The unformatted function used to display a single character is 

___________.
getchar() scanf() printf() gets()

To terminate the loop and take the control out of it, we use______. continue break case exit 

Which of the following is true for a for() loop?
for loop works exactly 

first time

for loop works infinite 

number of times
Compiler error

for() function is not used 

for looping

Which of the following is an invalid if-else statement?

if (if (a == 1)){}  if (a){}  if ((char) a){}
if (func1 (a)){}

What is the output of this statement "printf("%d", (a++))"? The value of (a + 1) The current value of a Error message Garbage

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

____________ are visitors who  stay for  less than 24 hours Excursionists Traveller Tourist Host

Tourism is a ___________ activity. multidimensional unit singledimension solodimensional

Tourist does not include a national of Nepal who enters India through the 

________ route.
bike car air land

__________ tourism involves residents of the country travelling in 

another  country.
Domestic Outbound Bound Inbound

____________ tourism is a travel by groups on pre-scheduled tours. single solo mass one

Museums & wild life are examples of ________ basic component. attraction transport accommodations hotels

Atraction component of tourism are largely influenced by _______ 

factors
educational political geographical food

The flow of tourist in any country depends on the social and _________ 

system operating in the country.
cash data mining management political

The Ajantha & Ellora caves are the oldest evidence of religious 

architecture and ______.
university paintings software textiles

Konark is better known for _________ temple. Air Water Sun Star

Excess tourism can _________ the environment. damage protect preserve polish

_______ Plan includes room tariff and all three meals in hotel facilities. Indian American Delhi Pune
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Roadside hotels are called __________. resorts rotels motels Sidetel

A car hire facility is called as ________ service. Ancilliary Basic Primary Foundation

Youth hostels provide ____________ budget rooms. costly expensive high low

Tourism is an impotant source of ________ earnings which improve 

balance of payment situation.
cash foreign exchange loans prepaid

A country's Tourism Policy is planned at______ level International National Regional Destination

Ministry of Tourism invited ___________ sector companies to adopt a 

heritage site.
private public Private & public small

A 24x7 Toll Free Multi-Lingual Tourist Info Line is run in hindi,english and 

_______ languages.
punjabi telegu marathi foreign

_________ tourism addresses human rights & animal welfare issues. Rights Poor Ethical Welfare

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

Joint Stock Company is a voluntary association of _______. Individuals Companies Groups Organisations

Joint Stock Company is registered as _______ person. Natural Artificial Organic Inorganic

Creation by _____ is one of the key features of the company. Affiliation Status Law Management

Joint Stock Company has ______ succession. Voluntary Stable Temperory Perpetual

Members have mostly _____ liability in Company form of business 

organisation.
Limited Unlimited Perpetual Short 

Ownership &  Management are _____ in company. Intertwined Separate Mixed Dependent

Shares are _____ in public limited company. Costly Non transferable freely transferable Cheap

Company having its registered office in other country is known as ____ 

company.
Public Ltd Subsidiary Holding Foreign

In a type of Company ______, members promise to pay the debts of the 

company if need arises.
Limited by Guarantee Limited by shares Chartered One man

 Every Public Ltd Company with paid up capital of Rs. _____ crores  must 

conduct secretarial audit.
50 100 40 60

Secretarial Audit is effective ____ tool of the company. Organisational Risk management
Human Resource 

management
Financial management

Secretarial Audit safeguards the interests of all ____ of the company. Management Shareholders only Employees Stakeholders

Secretarial Audit must cover the compliance of ____ primary laws 

affecting the company.
Four Ten Five Two

Preparation & submission of audit report is ____ stage in secretarial 

audit.
First Last Second Middle
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Secretarial advice is ____ on directors. Not binding Binding Imposed Lawful

Reconversion of companies is ____. Common Rare Advised Not advised

Capital subscription stage is very much important stage for a _____ 

company.
Semi Government Private Ltd Public Ltd Chartered

Prospectus containing wrong information is known as ____ prospectus. Misleading FALSE Proper Lieu of

Conversion of a company for a second time is called ____. Rematerialisation Reconversion Reliquidation Reformation

Submission of Memorandum of Association to Registrar Of Companies is 

done at ____ stage.
Promotion

Certificate of 

commencement
Capital subscription Incorporation

Listing of shares is done by ____. Stock Exchange
Securities & Exchange 

Board of India
Depository Government

Resolution of every alteration in Memorandum of Association and Article 

of Association must be filed with  ROC within ___ days.
30 45 50 60

Conversion of a Private Ltd company into Public Ltd company is ____ Advisable Not possible Possible Non advisable

______ is Authorized representative of Central Government of India to 

register, supervise and coordinate matters related to Indian Corporate 

sector. 

Company Law Board
Registrar Of 

Companies
Stock Exchange

Securities & Exchange 

Board of India

Report of "Return ofn allotment" is to be submitted by the secretary to 

____.
Company Law Board

Registrar Of 

Companies
Stock Exchange

Securities & Exchange 

Board of India

_____ promotes capital formation for corporate sector. Company Law Board
Registrar Of 

Companies
Stock Exchange

Securities & Exchange 

Board of India

______ is known as barometer of country's economic health. Company Law Board
Registrar Of 

Companies
Stock Exchange

Securities & Exchange 

Board of India

_____ is promoter & regulator of Indian securities market. Registrar Of Companies
Securities & Exchange 

Board of India
Stock Exchange Government Of India

Investor grievances in capital market are addressed by _____.
Securities & Exchange 

Board of India
Stock Exchange Company Law Board All of these

In case of  fraud, secretary is penalised with _____. Only fine Only imprisonment Imprisonment & Fine None of these

If the fraud in correspondence involves public interest, it is considered 

more ____.
Serious Simple Dramatical Casual


